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The cortex projects to the dorsal striatum topographically1,2 to regulate behaviour3–5,
but spiking activity in the two structures has previously been reported to have
markedly different relations to sensorimotor events6–9. Here we show that the
relationship between activity in the cortex and striatum is spatiotemporally precise,
topographic, causal and invariant to behaviour. We simultaneously recorded activity
across large regions of the cortex and across the width of the dorsal striatum in mice
that performed a visually guided task. Striatal activity followed a mediolateral
gradient in which behavioural correlates progressed from visual cue to response
movement to reward licking. The summed activity in each part of the striatum closely
and specifically mirrored activity in topographically associated cortical regions,
regardless of task engagement. This relationship held for medium spiny neurons and
fast-spiking interneurons, whereas the activity of tonically active neurons differed
from cortical activity with stereotypical responses to sensory or reward events.
Inactivation of the visual cortex abolished striatal responses to visual stimuli,
supporting a causal role of cortical inputs in driving the striatum. Striatal visual
responses were larger in trained mice than untrained mice, with no corresponding
change in overall activity in the visual cortex. Striatal activity therefore reflects a
consistent, causal and scalable topographical mapping of cortical activity.

The dorsal striatum serves several sensory10–12, motor13 and cognitive14,15 roles, and receives a major synaptic input from the cortex16,17
that is ordered topographically1,2,18. Yet, with few exceptions19,20 recordings have suggested marked differences in sensory and behavioural
correlates between striatal and cortical neurons6–9 and across striatal
cell types7,21–23. These differences could arise from noncortical striatal
inputs, including other basal ganglia nuclei24 and the thalamus25,26, and
from local striatal circuitry27. However, the possibility remains that
the cortex and striatum carry similar sensorimotor signals, but that
this similarity is apparent only in topographically matched regions.
Indeed, functional MRI in humans showed that cortical and striatal
signals measured at rest are topographically correlated28.
We trained mice to turn a steering wheel to move a visual grating from
the periphery to the centre29 (Fig. 1a, b). The stimulus remained fixed
for 500 ms, and then an auditory ‘go’ cue signalled that the stimulus
position became yoked to a steering wheel and could be brought to
the centre to elicit a water reward (Extended Data Fig. 1a). The correct
response to a stimulus on the right (contralateral to the striatal recordings) was to turn the wheel anticlockwise, which moved the stimulus
from right to centre. We refer to such movements as ‘contralaterally
orienting’. Mice performed the task proficiently, often with fast reaction
times that preceded the ‘go’ cue (Extended Data Fig. 1b–d).
While mice performed this task, we recorded activity simultaneously across the dorsal cortex and along a mediolateral trajectory that
spanned the dorsal striatum (Fig. 1c, d). We recorded from cortical

excitatory neurons (using CaMK2a-tTA;tetO-GCaMP6s transgenic
mice30) with wide-field calcium imaging, aligning the images across
sessions using vasculature and across mice using retinotopic maps
(Extended Data Fig. 2). At the same time, we recorded with a Neuropixels probe31 along the width of the striatum (n = 77 sessions across
15 mice) (Fig. 1d). The probe trajectory was standardized across sessions
(Extended Data Fig. 3a, b), and yielded consistent electrophysiological landmarks that delimited the striatum (Extended Data Fig. 3c, d).

Progression of task-related activity
Both the cortex and striatum displayed a progression of activity to
visual stimuli, movement and licking of the reward (Fig. 1e, f). Following the visual stimulus, cortical activity was strongest in visual and
frontomedial regions. At the time of movement, cortical activity spread
to retrosplenial and limb somatomotor regions (primary somatosensory (SSp-ll and SSp-ul) and posterior primary motor cortex (MOp)).
During licking of the reward, activity shifted to orofacial somatomotor regions (SSp-m, lateral MOp and lateral secondary motor cortex
(MOs)) (Fig. 1e). Echoing this flow of cortical activity, striatal activity progressed mediolaterally from visual stimulus to movement to
licking (Fig. 1f).
Although the imaging was focused on the cortical surface, it reflected
spikes in deep layers (Extended Data Fig. 4). In a subset of mice, we
inserted a second Neuropixels probe in the visual cortex (n = 10 sessions
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Fig. 1 | The cortex and striatum show spatial gradients of sensorimotor
activity during visually guided behaviour. a, Cartoon of the task, showing a
mouse turning a steering wheel surrounded by three screens. L, left; R, right.
b, Timeline of task events from an example session, showing gratings of various
contrasts appearing on the left or right of the mouse (top) and velocity of the
steering wheel (bottom). c, Cortical activity measured by wide-field calcium
imaging during the period in b. Deconvolved fluorescence traces are shown for
the orofacial and limb primary motor cortex, secondary motor cortex and
primary visual cortex. A, anterior. d, Spikes measured simultaneously across
the dorsal striatum during the same period. D, dorsal. e, Temporally
deconvolved cortical fluorescence maps, at five time points averaged across all
trials of all sessions with right-hand stimuli, correct anticlockwise wheel turns
and reaction times <500 ms. SSp, primary somatosensory cortex; RSP,
retrosplenial cortex; VIS, visual cortex. f, Mean multiunit firing rate in striatum
as a function of location and time, averaged over the same events as in e. The
three grey-scale panels represent activity aligned to visual stimulus onset (red
line), contralaterally orienting movements (purple line) and reward delivery
(cyan line). Firing rates are arranged by distance from the lateral striatal border,
averaged across sessions and maximum-normalized.

across 3 mice) and determined a deconvolution kernel that optimally
predicted cortical firing from wide-field activity (Extended Data Fig. 4a,
b). The deconvolved wide-field signal correlated best with spikes in
deep layers (Extended Data Fig. 4c, d), perhaps owing to deep neurons
having higher firing rates and superficial apical dendrites that drive
fluorescence in layer 132. Similar results were obtained with deconvolution kernels derived from only superficial or only deep spiking
(Extended Data Fig. 4e).

Cortical and striatal topography
Correlations of striatal spikes at each location with cortical activity revealed an orderly progression of topographical cortical maps
(Fig. 2a–e). This progression could be seen in spike-triggered averages
of cortical wide-field fluorescence for successively lateral striatal locations (Fig. 2a). However, spike-triggered averaging reflects not only
interactions between signals but also autocorrelations within signals.
The latter are prominent during the task, as sensory and motor activity
often overlapped. To correct for these autocorrelations, we predicted
striatal spiking from cortical fluorescence using the best-fitting spatial
kernels, which defined a precise cortical map for each striatal location (Fig. 2b). Striatal regions along a mediolateral progression were

associated with well-defined cortical regions that progressed from
posterior to frontomedial to frontolateral (Fig. 2c). Their progression was continuous (Fig. 2d), but for ease of description we grouped
striatal locations into three domains: dorsomedial, dorsocentral and
dorsolateral (DMS, DCS, and DLS, respectively) (Fig. 2d, e). The reliable
relationship of cortical and striatal activity enabled us to align striatal
activity across sessions, using cortical correlations to identify striatal
domains without relying on estimated coordinates.
The cortical map associated with each striatal domain was invariant
to behaviour and consistent with anatomical projections (Fig. 2f–h).
The cortical maps that predicted activity of the DMS, DCS and DLS
during task performance focused, respectively, on the anteromedial
visual area (VISam), the frontomedial MOs and the orofacial somatomotor cortex (SSp-m, lateral MOp and MOs) (Fig. 2f). Similar maps were
obtained while mice passively viewed visual noise stimuli (Fig. 2g),
which indicates that the relationship between cortex and striatum
was invariant to behavioural context. Indeed, these functional cortical
maps resembled patterns of corticostriatal projections reported by the
Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas18 (Fig. 2h), which suggests that
the functional relationship between cortex and striatum is primarily
determined by fixed anatomical connectivity.
The relationship between striatal activity and cortical activity was
stereotyped in both space and time (Fig. 2i, j). To examine the spatiotemporal association between cortical and striatal activity, we fit
cortical kernels as above and allowed a lag range of −100 to 100 ms. The
resulting kernels identified a unique cortical pattern for each domain
that ramped up and down in time and was weighted more strongly
when cortical activity led striatal activity (Fig. 2i). These kernels were
similar across sessions and behavioural context, again indicating a
fixed relationship in activity between the cortex and striatum (Fig. 2j).
Striatal activity correlated best with deep cortical layers, with a
latency consistent with monosynaptic connections (Extended Data
Fig. 4). In the three mice with an additional Neuropixels probe in VISam,
we compared the associated striatal activity (in the DMS) with spiking
across cortical layers (n = 10 sessions). Striatal activity correlated best
with cortical spiking in deep layers (Extended Data Fig. 4c–f), consistent with the laminar position of corticostriatal neurons33. Given that
cortical fluorescence also correlated best with spikes in deep cortical
layers, these findings suggest that corticostriatal neurons in deep cortical layers drive the relationship between wide-field cortical activity and
striatal spikes (Extended Data Fig. 4d). Consistent with this hypothesis,
spiking activity in the deep layers of VISam led spiking in the DMS by
about 3 ms, similar to measurements of corticostriatal lag9 (Extended
Data Fig. 4f).

Striatum and cortex share task responses
Firing rates in the three striatal domains reflected three task events:
contralateral stimuli in the DMS, contralaterally orienting movements
in the DCS and reward licking in the DLS (Fig. 3a). Ipsilateral stimuli did
not evoke activity, and ipsilateral movements elicited less activity than
contralateral movements (Extended Data Fig. 5a). Visual responses
in the DMS depended on stimulus contrast but not on the upcoming
choice of the mouse, which indicates that they encode sensory stimuli
rather than action plans (Extended Data Fig. 6a). The auditory ‘go’ cue
elicited activity in the DMS only if mice had not already begun turning
the wheel (Fig. 3a, Extended Data Fig. 6b, c).
Firing rates in the three striatal domains were faithfully predicted
from task events (Fig. 3b, c). To isolate the striatal correlates of individual task events, we fit striatal spiking as a sum of event kernels triggered on the times of stimuli of each contrast, movements in either
direction, the ‘go’ cue, and rewarded and unrewarded outcomes.
These event kernels described contrast-dependent contralateral
stimulus responses mostly in the DMS, contralaterally biased movement responses in the DCS and reward-licking responses in the DLS
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Fig. 2 | Striatal domains are topographically correlated with connected
cortical regions. a, Spike-triggered average (STA) of deconvolved cortical
fluorescence for multiunit activity at each striatal location (indexed by
colours), averaged across sessions from all mice. b, Regressed spatial kernels
corresponding to locations in a. c, Striatal depth corresponding to centre-ofmass kernel weights for each cortical pixel, using the same colour scale as a.
d, Ternary plot showing relative correlation of the cortical kernels for each
200-μm striatal segment in each session (dots) with the 3 template kernels
used to assign each segment to a striatal domain (vertices). e, Left, centre-ofmass common coordinate framework (CCF) location for each striatal domain
estimated from all striatal segments in d. Right, cumulative fraction of striatal
segments in d categorized into each domain relative to CCF location. AP,
anterior–posterior coordinate. f, Mean cortical spatial kernels for each striatal
domain (lag = 0 s) during the task, averaged across sessions and

maximum-normalized. g, Cortical spatial kernels as in f computed while mice
passively viewed visual noise stimuli. h, Density of cortical locations projecting
to each striatal domain, data from the Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas18.
i, Time course of spatially summed cortical kernel weights, measured in the
behavioural task (black) or during passive viewing of visual noise (red). Curves
show mean across domains and sessions ± s.e. across sessions. The kernel
weights are larger for the cortex leading striatum (signed-rank test,
P = 2.5 × 10 −6 across 77 sessions). j, Correlation of spatiotemporal cortical
kernels across contexts (task versus passive), across striatal domains and
across sessions (mean ± s.e. across mice). Cortical kernels fit from different
domains are significantly less correlated than kernels from different
behavioural contexts or recording sessions (signed-rank test, P = 6.1 × 10 −5
across 15 mice).

(Fig. 3b, Extended Data Fig. 6b, c). Together, these event kernels were
sufficient to predict trial-by-trial striatal activity (Fig. 3c, Extended
Data Fig. 5b) (cross-validated R2 = 0.12 ± 0.01 in the DMS, 0.35 ± 0.02
in the DCS and 0.45 ± 0.02 in the DLS (mean ± s.e. across sessions)).
Notably, firing rates in the three striatal domains could be predicted
from cortical activity despite no explicit inclusion of task events
(Fig. 3d–f). We predicted firing rates in each striatal domain by applying
the domain’s unique spatiotemporal kernel to cortical activity (Fig. 3d).
This prediction was accurate (Fig. 3a, d, e), describing trial-by-trial
striatal activity as well or better than predictions from task events
(Fig. 3f) (cross-validated R2 = 0.17 ± 0.02 in the DMS, 0.33 ± 0.03 in the
DCS and 0.44 ± 0.02 in the DLS (mean ± s.e. across sessions)). Cortical
activity was an accurate predictor of striatal activity because striatal
domains and their associated cortical regions had essentially identical
sensorimotor correlates (Extended Data Fig. 7a–c), which explained
consistent fractions of variance across the two structures (Extended
Data Fig. 7d). Good predictions of striatal firing were only possible from
the associated cortical regions of a domain, and not from other cortical
regions or other striatal domains (Extended Data Fig. 8a).
Striatal activity topographically mirrored the associated cortical
regions not only during the sensorimotor task, but also while mice were
passive outside the task (Extended Data Fig. 8b–e). When mice passively
viewed visual noise stimuli, the visual cortex and DMS exhibited oscillating, synchronous activity34, whereas the DCS and DLS were less active
owing to reduced movement (Extended Data Fig. 8b). Despite these
contextual differences in striatal activity, cortical activity predicted
striatal firing as well as during task performance, explaining slightly

more variance in the DMS and slightly less in the DCS and DLS (Extended
Data Fig. 8c). These slight differences were consistent with the changes
in variance between task and rest (Extended Data Fig. 8d), suggesting
that the amount of striatal activity explained by cortex was determined
by the amount of signal present to explain (Extended Data Fig. 8e).
The close match between cortical and striatal activity suggests that
the striatum inherits its task responses from the cortex, a hypothesis
that was supported by inactivation experiments (Fig. 3g, Extended
Data Fig. 9). In six of the mice, we performed our simultaneous cortical and striatal measurements before and after inactivation of VISam
with topical muscimol. Cortical muscimol effectively silenced spiking in all layers of cortex (Extended Data Fig. 9a). When applied over
VISam, it strongly reduced local visual responses (Extended Data
Fig. 9b). Cortical muscimol slightly increased the average striatal firing rate (Extended Data Fig. 9c), but reduced visual responses in the
DMS (Fig. 3g) proportionally to the reduction in VISam (Extended
Data Fig. 9d). During task performance, cortical muscimol increased
reaction times and increased contralaterally orienting responses particularly at low ipsilateral contrasts, which suggests that mice used
only the ipsilateral stimuli to guide movements and defaulted to the
contralateral side when the ipsilateral stimulus was not perceived
(Extended Data Fig. 9e). Fitting task-event kernels to neural activity
revealed that inactivation of VISam selectively eliminated striatal
visual responses, and spared activity related to movement and reward
licking (Extended Data Fig. 9f). These results indicate that—at least for
visual responses—striatal firing requires the propagation of activity
from the associated cortical region.
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activity within a region of cortex associated with each domain (green),
providing a close match with MSN and FSN activity but not with TAN activity.
d, Mean correlation of individual neurons with the mean activity of each cell
type in the same striatal domain (black curves in c) or with activity of the
topographically associated cortical region of interest (green curves in c) from
nonoverlapping sessions to account for interneuron sparsity (mean ± s.e.
across sessions). MSNs and FSIs were equally correlated with themselves as
with each other (shuffling MSN and FSI labels within sessions; MSN, P = 0.47;
FSI, P = 0.99 across 77 sessions) or with cortical activity (two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) on firing rate and type; type MSN, P = 0.94; FSI, P = 0.88
across 77 sessions). TANs were correlated with themselves and equally
uncorrelated to MSNs, FSIs and cortical activity (two-way ANOVA on firing rate
and type; TAN versus MSN, P = 7.5 × 10 −48; TAN versus FSI, P = 2.0 × 10 −6; TAN
versus MSN, FSI and cortex, P = 0.68 across 77 sessions).

Striatal cell type activity
The match between activity in the striatum and topographically associated cortex held for putative medium spiny neurons (MSNs) and
putative parvalbumin-positive35 fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs), but
not for putative cholinergic36 tonically active neurons (TANs), which
had responses that were notably different and stereotyped (Fig. 4a–c).
MSNs constitute 95% of striatal neurons; the rest are interneurons that
have been proposed to have unique responses7,21,22. To examine the

task-related activity of striatal neurons, we selected high-quality single
units (8,303 out of 21,047) and used electrophysiological criteria37,38 to
group them into MSNs, FSIs and TANs (Fig. 4a), plus a separate a class
of unidentified interneurons37 (Extended Data Fig. 10). MSNs fired at
a range of times associated with stimulus, movement and reward licking (Fig. 4b left). The proportion of cells responding to these events
differed across domains: nearly all stimulus-responsive cells were in
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the DMS, most movement-onset-responsive cells in the DCS and most
licking-responsive cells in the DLS. Averaging MSN activity in each
domain yielded a multiunit signal that mirrored activity in the topographically associated regions of cortex (Fig. 4c left). In contrast to
previous reports7,22,39, FSI activity resembled that of MSNs—albeit with
higher firing rates (Fig. 4b, c, centre). By contrast, TANs had different
activity: they responded synchronously with a burst followed by a pause
following the stimulus (in the DMS and DCS) or reward licking (in the
DCS and DLS), respecting an unexpected40,41 segregation according to
striatal domain (Fig. 4b, c, right).
These results suggest that whereas MSNs and FSIs are similarly driven
by cortical activity, TANs are more independent, consistent with their
weaker cortical input42 (Fig. 4d). To quantify these effects, we correlated
the activity of individual striatal neurons with the summed activity
of each cell type in their domain, and with cortical wide field in the
associated region. MSNs and FSIs showed similar correlation with the
activity of either class and with topographical cortical activity, but a
low correlation with TAN activity (Fig. 4d left and centre). By contrast,
TAN activity correlated strongly with other TANs but weakly with other
cell types or with cortex (Fig. 4d right).

training-induced stimulus responses in the associated frontomedial
cortex43 (Fig. 5a centre). Nonetheless, cortical kernels for each striatal
domain had a consistent topography and time course across trained
and untrained mice (Fig. 5d). This indicates that the spatiotemporal
relationship between the cortex and striatum is consistent, with a gain
that changes across learning.

Discussion
These results establish that summed activity in each striatal domain
causally reflects summed activity in the topographically associated
cortical region, independent of behavioural context but scaled by learning. These results contrast with those of previous studies, which have
suggested marked differences between cortical and striatal activity6–8
and between MSN and FSI activity7,22, possibly owing to the difficulty in
precisely matching associated cortical and striatal regions and consistently recording in the same striatal locations.
Our data suggest that associated regions of cortex and basal ganglia form a continuously cooperative circuit that is active throughout
sensation and movement rather than just at event onsets and offsets44.
This circuit may link stimuli to actions5,15 and continuously modulate
behaviour13,20,39. Striatal activity is also likely to reflect noncortical
inputs from the amygdala, hippocampus and thalamus2. Indeed, the
thalamus provides almost half of all excitatory synapses to the striatum17 and dominates the inputs to TANs42, potentially explaining their
difference from cortical activity.
Our data also indicate that although the overall transfer function
from the cortex to the striatum is stable, its gain is scalable with learning. This gain change operates at the level of summed activity; individual MSNs showed diverse activity correlates, and their learning-related
plasticity may also be diverse, and perhaps differ across direct and
indirect MSNs45. Our results are consistent with previous reports that
learning strengthens corticostriatal synapses45–47 and correlations20,48,
and suggest that cortical activity may most effectively propagate to the
striatum when it has been learned as behaviourally relevant. Notably,
no gain change was seen in FSIs, which suggests that these neurons
regulate MSN activity49 independently of learning.
Overall, there is a close relationship between cortical and striatal
activity, which is largely determined by topography and invariant to
context. Cortical signals are faithfully reflected in striatum, and are
therefore poised to determine further processing as activity propagates
through the basal ganglia to determine behaviour.
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Methods
The experiments were not randomized, and investigators were not
masked to allocation during experiments and outcome assessment.
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size.
All experiments were conducted according to the UK Animals
(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 under personal and project licences
issued by the Home Office.

Mice
Mice were adult (6 weeks or older) male and female transgenic mice
(CaMK2a-tTA;tetO-GCaMP6s30) that did not show evidence of epileptiform activity50.
Surgery
Two surgeries were performed for each mouse, the first for head-plate
implantation and wide-field imaging preparation, and the second for
a craniotomy for acute electrophysiology. Mice were anaesthetized
with isoflurane, injected subcutaneously with carprofen and placed in
a stereotaxic apparatus on a heat pad. The head was then shaved, the
scalp cleaned with iodine and alcohol, and the scalp was removed to
expose the skull. The cut skin was sealed with VetBond (World Precision
Instruments), the skull was scraped clean and a custom head plate was
fixed to the interparietal bone with dental cement (Super-Bond C&B).
A plastic 3D-printed U-shaped well was then cemented to enclose the
edges of the exposed skull. A layer of VetBond or Zap-A-Gap (Pacer
Technology) was applied to the skull followed by two layers of UV-curing
optical glue (Norland Optical Adhesives no. 81, Norland Products).
Carprofen was added to the drinking water for three days after surgery.
For electrophysiological recordings, on the first day of recording mice
were anaesthetized and a 1-mm craniotomy was drilled or cut with
biopsy punch approximately 200 μm anterior and 1,000 μm lateral
to bregma. The craniotomy was then covered with Kwik-Cast (World
Precision Instruments) and mice were given hours to recover before
recording. Craniotomies were covered with Kwik-Cast between days.
Visually guided wheel-turning task
The task has previously been described in detail29. It was programmed
in Signals, part of the Rigbox MATLAB package51. Mice were trained on
a two-alternative forced-choice task requiring directional forelimb
movements to visual stimuli (Fig. 1, Extended Data Fig. 1a). Mice were
head-fixed and rested their body and hindpaws on a stable platform and
their forepaws on a wheel that was rotatable to the left and right. Trials
began with 0.5 s of enforced quiescence, during which any wheel movements reset the time. A static vertical grating stimulus then appeared
90° from centre with a Gaussian window σ = 20°, spatial frequency
1/15 cycles per degree, and grating phase randomly selected on each
trial. After 0.5 s from stimulus onset, a ‘go’ cue tone (12 kHz for 100 ms)
sounded and the position of the stimulus became yoked to the wheel
position (for example, leftward turns moved the stimulus leftward).
Mice usually began turning the wheel before the cue even on trials
with 0% contrast (invisible) stimuli (Extended Data Fig. 1c), indicating
a rapid decision process and expected stimulus time, although as the
session progressed and mice became sated they began waiting for
the cue more often (Extended Data Fig. 1d). Bringing the stimulus to
the centre (correct response) locked the stimulus in the centre for 1 s
and 2 μl of water was delivered from a water spout near the mouth of
the mouse, after which the stimulus disappeared and the trial ended.
Alternatively, moving the stimulus 90° outward (incorrect response)
locked the stimulus in place off-screen and a low burst of white noise
played for 2 s, after which the trial ended. The stimulus contrast varied
across trials taking the values of 0%, 6%, 12.5%, 25%, 50% or 100%. Difficulty was modulated with an alternating staircase design, in which
even trials used a random contrast and odd trials followed a staircase
that moved to a lower contrast after three correct responses and moved

to higher contrast after one incorrect response. Correct responses
on high-contrast trials were encouraged by immediately repeating all
incorrect trials with 50% or 100% contrast, but these repeated trials
were excluded from all analyses. Other than repeat trials, stimulus
side was selected randomly on each trial. Mice were trained in stages,
in which first they were trained to about 70% performance with only
100% and 50% contrast trials, then lower contrasts were progressively
and automatically added as performance increased. Imaging sessions
began after all contrasts had been added, and simultaneous imaging and electrophysiology sessions began after around four days of
imaging-only sessions.

Wide-field imaging and fluorescence processing
Wide-field imaging was conducted with a sCMOS camera (PCO Edge
5.5) affixed to a macroscope (Scimedia THT-FLSP) with a 1.0× condenser
lens and 0.63× objective lens (Leica). Images were collected with Camware 4 (PCO) and binned in 2×2 blocks giving a spatial resolution of
20.6 μm per pixel at 70 Hz. Illumination was generated using a Cairn
OptoLED with alternating blue (470 nm, excitation filter ET470/40×)
and violet (405 nm, excitation filter ET405/20×) light to capture GCaMP
calcium-dependent fluorescence and calcium-invariant haemodynamic occlusion, respectively, at 35 Hz per light source. Illumination
and camera exposure were triggered externally (PCIe-6323, National
Instruments) to be on for 6.5 ms including a 1-ms illumination ramp up
and down time to reduce light-induced artefacts on the Neuropixels
probe. Excitation light was sent through the objective with a 3-mm
core liquid light guide and dichroic (387/11 single-band band pass) and
emitted light was filtered (525/50-55) before the camera.
To reduce data size for storage and ease of computation, wide-field
data were compressed using singular value decomposition (SVD) of
the form F = USVT. The input to the SVD algorithm was F, the pixels × time matrix of fluorescence values input to the SVD algorithm;
the outputs were U, the pixels × components matrix of template images;
V, the time × components matrix of component time courses; and S
the diagonal matrix of singular values. The top 2,000 components
were retained, and all orthogonally invariant operations (such as deconvolution, event-triggered averaging and ridge regression to predict
striatal activity from the wide-field signal) were carried out directly on
the matrix S* V, allowing a substantial saving of time and memory.
Haemodynamic effects on fluorescence were removed by regressing
out the calcium-independent signal obtained with violet illumination
from the calcium-dependent signal obtained with blue illumination. To
do this, both signals were band-pass filtered in the range 7–13 Hz (heartbeat frequency, expected to have the largest haemodynamic effect),
downsampling the spatial components threefold and reconstructing
the fluorescence for each downsampled pixel. Pixel traces for blue
illumination were then temporally resampled to be concurrent with
violet illumination (as colours were alternated), and a scaling factor
was fit across colours for each pixel. The scaled violet traces were then
subtracted from the blue traces.
To correct for slow drift, haemodynamic-corrected fluorescence
was then linearly detrended, high-pass filtered over 0.01 Hz and
ΔF/F0-normalized by dividing by the average fluorescence at each pixel
softened by adding the median average fluorescence across pixels.
Wide-field images across days for each mouse were aligned by rigid
registration of each day’s average violet-illumination image that was
dominated by vasculature (Extended Data Fig. 2a). Wide-field images
across mice were aligned by affine alignment of average visual field
sign maps for each mouse (Extended Data Fig. 2b, c). The Allen Common Coordinate Framework52 (CCF v.3, © 2015 Allen Institute for
Brain Science; available from: http://download.alleninstitute.org/
informatics-archive/current-release/mouse_ccf) atlas was aligned to
the grand average and symmetrized sign map across mice by assigning expected visual field sign to visual areas53 and affine aligning
the annotated CCF to the average sign map (Extended Data Fig. 2d).

Even though CCF alignment was done using posterior visual areas, it
was successful in aligning the entire brain as evidenced by correspondence between correlated wide-field regions and CCF borders (Extended
Data Fig. 2e, f) and the ability to accurately estimate anterior probe
trajectories from wide-field images (Extended Data Fig. 3a).
To combine SVD-compressed wide-field data across recordings, data
were recast from experiment-specific SVD components into a master
SVD basis set. These master SVD components were created by aligning
and concatenating components U from the last imaging-only session
of all mice (that is, no craniotomy), performing an SVD on that concatenated matrix and retaining the top 2,000 components to serve as
the master SVD components. Temporal components (S*V ) for each
experiment were recast by

S*Vmaster = UTmaster*Uexperiment*S*Vexperiment.
Fluorescence was deconvolved using a kernel fit from predicting cortical multiunit activity from wide-field GCaMP6s fluorescence. This kernel
was estimated using data from simultaneous wide-field imaging and
Neuropixels recordings in the visual cortex (Extended Data Fig. 4a-b, with
the final deconvolution kernel being a mean of maximum-normalized
kernels across recordings divided by the sum of squared weights across
time. The deconvolution kernel was biphasic and roughly similar to a
derivative filter (that is, [−1,1]) (Extended Data Fig. 4b), consistent with
rises in the GCaMP signal correspond to periods of spiking.

Retinotopic mapping
Cortical visual areas were mapped using visual sparse noise stimuli,
which also provided the ‘passive context’ in our analyses. White squares
7.5° in length were presented asynchronously on a black background,
with each square lasting 166 ms and about 12% of squares being present
at any given time. Activity for each square presentation was averaged
within a 300–500-ms time window (corresponding to the maximum
GCaMP6s signal), and the average response to each square was bootstrapped 10 times. Visual field sign maps (Extended Data Fig. 2b) were
calculated for each bootstrapped mean and then averaged. Visual field
sign was defined by Gaussian-smoothing average square responses,
finding the centre-of-mass for each cortical pixel relative to the square
azimuth and elevation locations, determining the gradient within these
azimuth and elevation centre-of-mass maps, and taking the sine of the
difference between the azimuth and elevation gradients.
Neuropixels recordings
Electrophysiological recordings were made with Neuropixels Phase
3A probes31 affixed to metal rods and moved with micromanipulators
(Sensapex). Raw data within the action potential band (soft high-pass
filtered over 300 Hz) was denoised by common mode rejection (that
is, subtracting the median across all channels), and spike-sorted using
Kilosort 2 (www.github.com/MouseLand/Kilosort2). Units representing noise were manually removed using Phy54. Multiunit activity was
then defined as spikes pooled from all Kilosort-identified units within
a given segment of the probe.
Electrophysiological recordings were synchronized to wide-field
data and task events by aligning to a common digital signal randomly
flipping between high and low states (produced from an Arduino)
accounting for both clock offset and drift.
Light from the LED used during wide-field imaging produced a substantial artefact in the electrophysiological data. This artefact was
reduced by ramping the light over 1 ms, and was removed from the
action potential band by subtracting the average signal across all channels. Kilosort occasionally identified units from a small remaining
artefact, which were readily identifiable from their shape and regularity and were discarded. The light artefact was removed from the LFP
band (used in Extended Data Fig. 4c) by subtracting a rolling median
light-triggered average for each LED colour.

Probe trajectories were reconstructed from histology (Extended Data
Fig. 3a) using publicly available custom code (http://github.com/petersaj/
AP_histology). Probe trajectories were estimated from wide-field
images (Extended Data Fig. 3b) by manually identifying the probe in
the image and transforming the location into CCF coordinates using
the retinotopy–CCF alignment for that recording.

Striatal electrophysiology and depth-alignment
For striatal recordings, probes were inserted at approximately 200 μm
anterior and 1,000 μm lateral to bregma at a 45° angle from horizontal (diagonally downwards) and 90° from the anterior–posterior axis
(straight coronally) to a depth of about 6 mm along the probe axis
to reach the contralateral striatum. Electrophysiological data were
recorded with Open Ephys55.
The borders of the striatum were identified within each recording
using the ventricle and dorsolaterally neighbouring structure (endopiriform nucleus or claustrum) as electrophysiological landmarks. As
no units were detected in the ventricle, the start of the striatum on the
probe was marked as the first unit after at least a 200-μm gap from the
last unit (or the top of the probe if no cortical units were detected).
Detected units were continuous after the ventricle, but multiunit correlation in temporal bins of 10 ms and sliding spatial bins of 100 μm
revealed a sharp border in correlation at a location consistent with the
end of the striatum (Extended Data Fig. 3d). This lateral border of the
striatum was present in every recording and used to define the end of
the striatum on the probe.
Striatal recordings were aligned by depth using the lateral striatal
border, as the lateral border was sharp; the medial border was inferred
from lack of units and was therefore imprecise. The location of striatal units was then defined as distance from the lateral border, and
depth-aligned analyses were performed on these distances divided into
approximately 200-μm segments (Figs. 1f, 2a, b). Only depths present
in >50% of recordings are shown, eliminating a sparse subset of medial
depths in recordings with an unusually large portion of the probe corresponding to the striatum. Aligning by depth is only approximate,
whereas aligning by functionally associated cortical maps provides
a much more precise method of alignment (as discussed in ‘Striatal
domain assignments’).
Single-unit analysis and striatal cell-type classification
High-quality single units were defined by the following criteria:
(1) waveform trough to peak amplitude of more than 77 μV (based on
a distribution of amplitudes); (2) minimum of 300 spikes; (3) less than
30% of spikes missing, estimated by fitting a Gaussian to the spike amplitude distribution with an additional cut-off parameter below which no
spikes are present (using the Python function scipy.optimize.curve_fit);
(4) waveform trough that preceded a waveform peak, to eliminate
axonal spikes56; (5) an estimated false-positive rate of less than 10% using
a previously published approach57. This estimates the false-positive rate
Fp as the solution to r = 2(τR – τC)n2(1 – Fp)Fp/t, in which r is the number
of refractory period violations; τR is the refractory period (taken as
2 ms); τC is the censored period (taken as 0.5 ms), n is the number of
spikes; and t is the total recording time. The built-in function ‘roots’ of
MATLAB was used for this. If an imaginary number was returned by the
function, owing to r being too high, the Fp rate was set to 1 as previously
published57, and the unit rejected.
Units passing these quality criteria were then classified into four
putative striatal cell types: MSNs, FSIs, TANs and a fourth class of unidentified interneurons (Extended Data Fig. 10). Neurons with narrow
waveforms (Kilosort template trough-to-peak waveform duration ≤
400 μs) were identified as either FSIs or unidentified interneurons,
as previously published37. Putative FSIs and unidentified interneurons were then separated using the proportion of time associated
with long interspike-intervals (>2 s) by summing inter-spike intervals longer than 2 s and dividing the sum by the total recording time
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(as calculated in previously published38): neurons for which this ratio
was more than 10% were classified as unidentified interneurons and
the others as FSIs. The remaining units were presumed to be TANs and
MSNs, which were further separated using the post-spike suppression.
We measured the length of time that the firing rate of a unit was suppressed following an action potential by counting the number of 1-ms
bins in its autocorrelation function until the firing rate of the unit was
equal or greater to its average firing rate over the 600-ms to 900-ms
autocorrelation bins. Units with post-spike suppression of >40 ms
were labelled TANs, and the remaining units were labelled MSNs. A few
units had short waveforms (<400 μs) and long post-spike suppression
(>40 ms). These units were very rare (36 out of 8,303) and exhibited
TAN-like responses and might therefore be TAN neurites; they were
excluded from further analysis.

Cortical electrophysiology and alignment
For cortical recordings, a second craniotomy was performed over
VISam targeted by retinotopic visual-field sign maps relative to
vasculature. During recording, a second Neuropixels probe was inserted
into VISam at a 45° angle from horizontal (diagonally downwards) and
90° from the anterior–posterior axis (straight coronally) to a depth of
about 2 mm along the probe axis.
Cortical depth was aligned across recordings using current source
density analysis. Mice were passively presented with visual gratings,
and the current source density was computed as the second spatial
derivative of the stimulus-triggered average local field potential
signal, smoothed by a boxcar rolling average of 10 channels. The
average current source density 40–60 ms after the stimulus was then
aligned across recordings by interpolation using the maximum sink
(Extended Data Fig. 4c, red patch) and the first source (Extended Data
Fig. 4c, top blue patch). The ‘aligned visual cortex depth’ (Extended
Data Fig. 4c) was then set relative to these points, with the first source
being 0 and the maximum sink being set to the median source-sink
distance across sessions. Superficial and deep layers were defined
as being above or below midway from the sink to the lower source
(Extended Data Fig. 4c, horizontal line). The ventral border of the
cortex was made clear by a gap in detected units corresponding to
the white matter.
Regression from task events to activity
Regression from task events to striatal multiunit activity or deconvolved cortical fluorescence was performed using linear regression
of the form
 Ft1   Event1,lag 1,t1 … Event n,lag n,t1 

 ⋮ ∼
⋮
⋱
⋮
 ∗ Ktask→activity.
  


⋯
F
Event
Event
1,lag 1,tn
n,lag n,tn 
 tn  
Here, Ktask→activity represents a vector containing the concatenated
estimated kernels for each event type, estimated by least squares using
the \ operator of MATLAB. Ft1 to Ftn represent the fluorescence or firing
rate time course to be predicted, ‘baseline-subtracted’ by subtracting
the average combined activity −0.5–0 s before all stimulus onsets, during which times the mice were required not to turn the wheel. For each
event type, a task matrix was constructed as a sparse Toeplitz matrix
with a diagonal series of 1s for each event at each time lag, with zeros
elsewhere. Toeplitz matrices were made for each event type: stimulus
onset (one for each stimulus side * contrast, lags of 0–0.5 s), movement onset (one each for left and right final response, lags of −0.5–1 s),
‘go’ cue onset (one for trials in which mice had already begun moving
and one for trials with no movement before the cue, lags of 0–0.5 s),
and outcome (one for water and one for white noise, lags of 0–0.5 s).
These matrices were horizontally concatenated to produce the matrix
shown in the above equation. Regression was fivefold cross-validated by
splitting up time points into consecutive chunks.

Regression from cortical activity to striatal activity
Normalized, haemodynamically corrected and deconvolved wide-field
fluorescence was regressed to striatal multiunit activity using ridge
regression. Regression took the form
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Here Ft1 to Ftn represent the standard-deviation-normalized striatal spiking time course to be predicted. Kcortex→striatum represents
the estimated spatiotemporal kernel from cortical fluorescence to
standard-deviation-normalized striatal spiking estimated by least
squares using the \ operator of MATLAB. To make the design matrix, a
Topelitz matrix was constructed for each temporal SVD component of
the cortical wide-field, scaled by the singular values (S*V), staggered
across a range of time values (−100 ms to 100 ms). These Toeplitz matrices were horizontally concatenated, also including a column of ones to
allow an offset term. To regularize using ridge regression, this matrix
was vertically concatenated above diagonal matrix of regularization values λ, and the striatal activity time courses F were concatenated above
the same number of zeros. Regression was fivefold cross-validated by
splitting up time points into consecutive chunks, and values for λ were
determined empirically for each experiment by regressing from cortical fluorescence to multiunit from the whole striatum across a range
of λ values and finding the λ that yielded the largest cross-validated
explained variance.

Striatal domain assignments
Striatal domains were defined from cortical maps as spatial kernels (time
lag = 0) described in ‘Regression from cortical activity to striatal activity’
for consecutive 200-μm segments of the Neuropixels track through the
striatum recorded in each experiment. The cortical maps were combined across all sessions and mice, and split into three groups through
K-means, and the average cortical map for each group was used as a
template for each striatal domain. The spatial map from each 200-μm
striatal segment was then assigned to one group by highest correlation
with the template maps. Striatal domain assignments were smoothed
using a three-segment median filter and restricted to a standard order
by replacing misordered assignments with their nearest neighbour. This
process ensured contiguous domains and was empirically successful
at removing rare aberrations. Our DMS, DCS and DLS approximately
correspond to the medial dorsomedial subdivision, lateral dorsomedial
subdivision, and dorsolateral domains of a previous publication2 and
the domains i.dm.d/dm/im, i.dm.cd/i.vl.cvl, and i.vl.v/vt in ref. 1.
Multiunit activity for each domain and session was created by pooling all spikes within striatal segments assigned to a given domain.
Multiunit activity was expressed as ΔFR/FR0, being the firing rate
baseline-subtracted (average from 0.5–0 s before stimulus onset in
each trial) and divided by the average firing rate across all baseline
time points plus a 10 spikes per second softening factor.
Cortical regions of interest for striatal domains
Cortical regions of interest corresponding to the most correlated cortical region for each striatal domain (used in Figs. 4c-d, 5a, Extended Data
Fig. 9d) were generated using the template cortical map for each domain
described in ‘Striatal domain assignments’. Pixels were thresholded above
75% of the maximum weighted pixel and contralateral pixels and clusters
smaller than 100 pixels were removed, resulting in a discrete cortical region
of interest over the region most correlated with each striatal domain.

Allen connectivity maps
Anatomical projections were labelled using the Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas18 (Fig. 2h) (© 2015 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen
Brian Atlas API. Available from brain-map.org/api/index.html). The
API was queried for injection sites within the cortex that yielded axon
terminals in each striatal domain, and the seed points used for each
striatal domain were the centre-of-mass for each domain relative to
the longest recorded striatal length and interpolated into the targeted
striatal trajectory in the CCF atlas (shown in Fig. 2e). To maximize coverage across the brain (as the Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas has
different left and right hemisphere injections), queries were performed
for striatal sites bilaterally and results from the right striatum were mirrored and combined with the results from the left striatum. The cortical
sites with striatal projections returned by the API were then plotted as
a heat map by binning across space and blurring with a Gaussian filter.
Muscimol experiments
For inactivation experiments, in the same surgery that placed a craniotomy with access to the striatum, a second craniotomy was performed
over VISam targeted by retinotopic visual field sign maps relative to vasculature. During the experiment, mice performed the task for approximately half of the normal number of trials and were then shown visual
noise stimuli and passive gratings. Muscimol (Sigma, 5 mM in ACSF)
was then applied topically by placing muscimol-soaked gelfoam in
VISam craniotomy for 40 min, with additional ACSF applied at 20 min
to prevent drying. Mice then performed the task until they no longer
engaged and were again shown visual noise stimuli and passive gratings.
The effect of topical muscimol by cortical depth was assessed in two
separate mice (Extended Data Fig. 9a) by inserting a Neuropixels probe
near the edge of a craniotomy and recording activity before and after
muscimol application.
In sessions with cortical inactivation, mice performed the task as
described in ‘Visually guided wheel-turning task’ without the inclusion of repeat trials for incorrect 50% and 100% contrast stimuli. This
was normally included to discourage bias and was excluded in these
sessions to allow for a muscimol-induced bias.
Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Task performance. a, Timeline of events in a trial. After
0.5 s with no wheel movement, a stimulus appears. The mouse may turn the
wheel immediately, but it only becomes yoked to the stimulus after a further
0.5 s, at which time an auditory ‘go’ cue is played. If the mouse drives the
stimulus into the centre, a water reward is delivered and a new trial begins after
1 s; if the mouse drives the stimulus off the screen away from the centre, a white
noise sound is played and a new trial begins after 2 s. b, Psychometric curve
showing task performance: the fraction of choices as a function of stimulus

contrast and side. Curve and shaded region show mean ± s.e. across sessions.
c, Median reaction time as a function of stimulus contrast and side as in b
(mean ± s.e. across each session’s median). Dotted horizontal line indicates
time of auditory ‘go’ cue. d, Histogram of times from stimulus to movement
onset (reaction time) by trial quartile within sessions (first quarter of trials in
the session in black, last quarter in beige; mean ± s.e. across mice). In early
trials, mice typically begin moving the wheel before the cue. Later in the
sessions, they waited more often for the cue.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Cortical wide-field alignment. a, Example wide-field
images from one mouse, used to align vasculature. b, Retinotopic visual field
sign maps corresponding to the sessions in a. c, Retinotopic maps averaged
across all sessions for three example mice, used to align wide-field images
across mice. d, Retinotopic map averaged across mice and symmetrized, used
to align wide-field images to the Allen CCF atlas (used only for figure overlay
purposes). e, Cortical seed pixels (left) and corresponding pixel–pixel
correlation maps (right). Each pixel–pixel correlation map (right) is made by
correlating a given pixel with all other pixels, which reveals clusters of pixels
belonging to correlated cortical regions (for example, the central circles
corresponding to limb somatomotor cortex). f, Summed edge-filtered

pixel–pixel correlation maps (as in e) showing the outlines of correlated
clusters of pixels. Each pixel–pixel correlation map (as in e) highlights a
correlated cluster of pixels. Edge-filtering each pixel–pixel correlation map
then draws a boundary around the highlighted correlated cluster. Summing
these edges across all pixel–pixel correlation maps illustrates the boundaries
of all correlated clusters of pixels, prominently including limb somatomotor
cortex (central circles), visual cortex (posterior lateral triangular regions),
retrosplenial cortex (posterior medial region) and orofacial somatomotor
cortex (frontal lateral regions). The Allen CCF regions aligned using retinotopy
(red) align well to correlation borders, indicating that our alignment methods
based on posterior retinotopy also successfully align anterior regions.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Striatal recording locations and
electrophysiological borders. a, Top, wide-field images used to approximate
probe location (red line); middle and bottom, horizontal and coronal views of
the brain with wide-field-estimated probe location (red line) and histologically
verified probe location (green line). Black outline, brain; blue outline, dorsal
striatum; purple outline, ventral striatum. Wide-field-estimated probe
locations closely match histologically verified probe locations.

b, Wide-field-estimated probe location of all trained mice plotted in Allen CCF
coordinates. c, Example histology showing GCaMP6s fluorescence (green) and
dye from the probe (red). d, Example multiunit correlation matrix by location
along the probe for several sessions in the mouse from c, with the borders of
the striatum approximated medially by the lack of spikes in the ventricle and
laterally by the sudden drop in local multiunit correlation. Dye from c
corresponds to session 1 in d and histology-validated regions are labelled.
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during the task. b, Deconvolution kernel obtained by predicting cortical
multiunit spikes from cortical fluorescence around the probe (black, mean;
grey, individual sessions). c, Current source density (CSD) from average
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superficial and deep cortical layers. Horizontal dashed line represents the
estimated border between superficial and deep layers. d, Correlation of VISam
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distribution, r = 0.57 ± 0.14 (mean ± s.e.) across 10 sessions, P = 9.0 × 10 −4).
e, Correlation of VISam spiking with fluorescence deconvolved with a kernel
created only using superficial spikes (blue) or deep spikes (orange) (mean ± s.e.
across sessions). Inset, deconvolution kernels as in b created using only
superficial or deep spikes. Kernels created from superficial or deep spikes are
not different (two-way ANOVA on time and depth, depth P = 1 across
10 sessions) and correlation between spikes and deconvolved fluorescence
does not depend on kernel (two-way ANOVA on depth and kernel, kernel
P = 0.97), indicating the deconvolution kernel is related to GcaMP6s dynamics
consistently across depths. f, Cross-correlation of multiunit activity across
superficial cortex, deep cortex and DMS. Inset, zoomed-in plot. Deep cortical
spiking leads striatal spiking by about 3 ms (orange vertical line).
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from task events (blue), and predicted from cortical activity (green), aligned to
stimulus (blue line), movement (orange line) and reward (cyan line) (mean ± s.e.
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b, ‘Go’ cue kernel (lag = 50 ms after cue shown) obtained when fitting cortical
activity from task events, for trials with movement onset before the cue (top)
and after the cue (bottom). c, ‘Go’ cue kernel obtained when fitting activity in
each striatal domain from task events as in Fig. 3b, for trials with movement
onset before the cue (black) and after the cue (grey). In both parietal cortex and
DMS, responses to the ‘go’ cue are much larger when the mouse is not moving.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Task kernels for cortical activity associated with
each striatal domain match task kernels for striatal activity. a, Cortical
maps used to define cortical activity associated with each striatal domain
(from Fig. 2f, producing activity in Fig. 3d). b, Temporal kernels obtained when
fitting cortical activity from task events for stimuli (left), movements (middle),
and outcome (right) (mean ± s.e. across sessions), formatted as in Fig. 3b.
c, Correlation of task kernels for striatal and cortical activity. Columns from
left to right: correlation of associated striatal and cortical kernels, within the
same session; correlation of striatal kernels for different domains within the
same session; correlation of striatal kernels from different sessions but the
same striatal domain, and correlation of cortical kernels obtained from
different sessions, but associated with the same striatal domain. Grey lines
show single sessions; black points and error bars show mean ± s.e. across mice.

The kernels obtained for associated striatal domains and cortical regions are
more correlated than kernels for different striatal domains (signed-rank test,
P = 6.1 × 10 −5 for 15 mice), indicating task kernels are domain-specific and shared
between associated cortical and striatal regions. Correlations are also higher
between associated striatal and cortical activity within-sessions, than between
kernels fit to the same striatal domain on different sessions (signed-rank test,
P = 1.2 × 10 −4), indicating that differences between cortical and striatal task
responses are smaller than session-to-session variability. d, Cross-validated
fraction of variance explained by task events for striatal activity versus
associated cortical activity. Small dots, sessions; large dots, mean ± s.e. across
sessions; colour, striatal domain. Explained variance from task events is
correlated between the cortex and striatum (correlation, r = 0.68, P = 1.14 × 10 −10
across 77 sessions).
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cortex, from other striatal domains, and from the cortex during passive
periods. a, Activity in each striatal domain predicted from subregions of
cortex (indicated by white regions in diagrams below x-axis) or from the other
two striatal domains (far right). Each curve shows the relative cross-validated
fraction of explained variance ((R 2region − R 2full cortex)/R 2full cortex) for the
colour-coded striatal domain (mean ± s.e. across sessions). Predictions are best
from the associated cortical regions (two-way ANOVA on session and cortical
subregion, subregion DMS P = 4.6 × 10 −3, DCS P = 4.8 × 10 −5, DLS P = 3.1 × 10 −85
across 77 sessions) and striatal activity is less well predicted from other striatal
domains than from cortex (signed-rank test, DMS P = 1.6 × 10 −10, DCS
P = 2.1 × 10 −5, DLS P = 8.4 × 10 −10 across 77 sessions). b, Example wheel trace,
deconvolved cortical fluorescence, visual cortical electrophysiology and
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(formatted as in Extended Data Fig. 4a, from the same session session). c,
Cross-validated fraction of striatal variance explained from cortex in task
versus passive contexts. Small dots, sessions; large dots, mean ± s.e. across
sessions; colour, striatal domain. DMS is predicted slightly better from cortex
in the passive state, but DCS and DLS are predicted slightly worse the passive
state (signed-rank test, DMS P = 6.2 × 10 −7, DCS P = 1.9 × 10 −4, DLS P = 1.6 × 10 −5
across 77 sessions). d, Variance of striatal activity across task and passive
states, legend as in b. During the passive state, DMS exhibits more variance and
DCS and DLS exhibit less variance (signed-rank test, DMS P = 3.0 × 10 −6, DCS
P = 1.3 × 10 −4, DLS P = 1.1 × 10 −10 across 77 sessions), matching the differences in
predictability between states. e, Cross-validated fraction of striatal explained
variance from the cortex vs. variance of striatal activity during task
performance, legend as in b. Cortex-explained variance is consistently related
to activity variance across domains (ANCOVA, domain P = 0.22,
domain-activity variance interaction P = 0.76).
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Visual cortical inactivation selectively eliminates
striatal visual responses. a, Cortical unit firing rate change across topical
muscimol application. Horizontal dotted line indicates bottom edge of cortex.
Topical muscimol effectively silences the full cortical depth. b, Deconvolved
cortical fluorescence standard deviation (top) and retinotopic visual field sign
(bottom) before and after muscimol application. Muscimol was centred on
VISam and spread laterally to other visual areas. c, Relative firing rate change in
each striatal domain before and after cortical inactivation (dots are sessions).
Firing rate increases slightly after cortical inactivation (signed-rank test, DMS
P = 0.04, DCS P = 0.02, DLS P = 0.02 across 22 sessions). d, Passive responses to
visual stimuli in cortical regions of interest (left) and corresponding striatal
domains (right) before (black) and after (yellow) inactivation of visual cortex.
Muscimol reduced the stimulus response in VISam and DMS proportionally
within each session (correlation between fractional reduction of each area:

r = 0.48, P = 0.04 across 22 sessions). e, Psychometric curve (left) and median
reaction (right) as a function of stimulus contrast and side as in Extended Data
Fig. 1b, before (black) and after (yellow) muscimol in visual cortex (mean ± s.e.
across sessions). Task performance becomes worse asymmetrically across
stimuli (two-way ANOVA on stimulus and condition, interaction P = 0.04 across
22 sessions) and reaction times become longer across stimuli (two-way ANOVA
on stimulus and condition, condition P = 1.1 × 10 −26 across 22 sessions). f, Kernels
using task events to predict striatal activity before (black) and after (yellow)
visual cortical muscimol (mean ± s.e. across sessions). Stimulus kernel weights
decrease after muscimol while other kernel weights do not change significantly
(two-way ANOVA on regressor and condition, condition effect on stimuli
regressors DMS P = 2.0 × 10 −7, DCS P = 8.4 × 10 −6, DLS P = 0.03, P > 0.05 for other
domains and regressors across 22 sessions).
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | Identifying striatal cell types with
electrophysiology, and unidentified interneuron activity.
a, Electrophysiological properties used to classify striatal cell types. Striatal
cells were identified as MSNs, FSIs, TANs and a fourth class of unidentified
interneurons, according to waveform duration, length of post-spike
suppression, and fraction of long interspike intervals. b, Histogram of firing
rates across all units within each cell type. c, Number of units in each striatal
domain classified as each cell type. d, Averaged and smoothed firing rates
(lines) and raster plots across trials (dots) for one example cell of each type in
each domain, aligned to the indicated task event. Top row, DMS; middle row,
DCS; bottom row, DLS. e, Waveform and autocorrelogram of unidentified
interneurons (mean ± s.d. across cells). f, Heat maps—spiking in individual cells
aligned to contralateral stimuli (left), contralaterally orienting movements
(middle) and rewards (right)—averaged across trials with reaction times less
than 500 ms, maximum-normalized and sorted by time of maximum activity

using half of the trials and plotting the other half of trials, formatted as in
Fig. 4b. Line plots, average activity across neurons, formatted as in Fig. 4c.
g, Correlation of the activity of each neuron (rows within heat maps of c) with
the average activity within cell types or cortical activity from an region of
interest corresponding to each domain, calculated from nonoverlapping
sessions to account for interneuron sparsity (mean ± s.e. across sessions),
formatted as in Fig. 4d. Unidentified interneurons were equally correlated to
other unidentified interneurons, MSNs, FSIs and cortical activity (two-way
ANOVA on firing rate and type, type P = 0.56 across 77 sessions) and
uncorrelated to TAN activity (two-way ANOVA on firing rate and type, type
P = 2.7 × 10 −12 across 77 sessions). h, Activity during passive stimulus
presentations in untrained (black) and trained (yellow) mice (mean ± s.e. across
sessions), activity increases in DMS and DCS (time window 0–0.2 s, rank-sum
test, DMS: P = 5.5 × 10 −4, DCS: P = 1.4 × 10 −4 across 77 sessions).

